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Business understanding.
WHY do we need data & analytics?

User understanding.
HOW do data & analytics help us?

Data understanding.
WHAT data & analytics do we need?
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Focus on one area 
and analyze it using 

for example the Customer 
Touchpoints or Value Chain 

Canvas.

Identify and if necessary 
prioritize potential 

application or problem 
areas using the Business 

Model Canvas.

Explore required 
and helpful data sources 

using for example the 
Data Landscape Canvas.

Derive additionally
required resources (tools, 
people & partners) on the 

Data Strategy Canvas.

Analyze for example 
the current business model 

of the company or client 
using the Business Model 

Canvas.

Identify crucial issues 
and relevant use cases. 
If necessary prioritize 

using the Analytic Maturity 
Canvas.

Check with the Business 
Case Canvas if the use case 

is really a business case 
meaning that it is viable.

Concretize solutions 
from an analytical and 

technical perspective using 
for example the 

Data Strategy Canvas.

Introduce the data strategy 
design method and 
if necessary explain 

the used canvas tools.

Present and if necessary 
discuss the objectives, 
participants, agenda 

and approach.

Focus on one issue 
or use case and identify 

for example potential users 
using the Stakeholder 

Analysis Canvas.

Run again through all steps, 
storytell the development 

of the whole output 
and derive open points , 
critical assumptions and

potential problems.

Conceptualize potential 
analytical solutions 

and verify their value
proposition in the light 

of the user‘s needs.

Analyze objectives 
of the user and understand 
his / her freedom of action 
and decision making using 
for example the Analytics 

Use Case Canvas.

Define next steps 
and assign responsibilities. 
Work out a longterm plan 

if applicable.

Identify problems of the user 
and to which risks he / she 

is exposed as well as 
the desired support


